Let p be a prime larger than 3 and congruent to 3 modulo 4, and let G be the non-abelian group of order p 3 and exponent p. We study the structure of a putative difference set with parameters
q ≡ 3 mod 4. These are called Paley difference sets, and for a long time they were the only known abelian skew Hadamard difference sets. There have been two new constructions of such difference sets in elementary abelian 3-groups recently, cf. [8, 9, 22] . They have been shown to be inequivalent to the Paley difference sets for small parameters, but the general inequivalence problem is still left open. There were no infinite families of non-abelian skew Hadamard difference sets known prior to our work in this paper. Some restrictions on groups that contain skew Hadamard difference sets can be found in [4, 5, 11] .
Character theory is a very useful tool in the study of difference sets in abelian groups. Due to the following inversion formula, algebraic number theory plays an important role in the study of abelian difference sets. For an account of development in this direction, we refer the reader to [2, 12, 13, 17, 18, 23] . The study of non-abelian difference sets has been less active comparatively. There are constructions of difference sets in non-abelian 2-groups whose exponents exceed Turyn's bound for abelian difference sets [6, 7] . Smith [19] was able to give the first genuinely non-abelian difference set with parameters (100, 45, 20) , in the sense that there exist no abelian difference sets with the same parameters. Due to these facts, we believe that there is a potential to break new ground in the construction of non-abelian difference sets. One possible approach is to study putative non-abelian difference sets fixed by certain group automorphisms. We demonstrate this by investigating putative difference sets in the following group of order p 3 and exponent p:
where we assume p is a prime larger than 3 and congruent to 3 modulo 4 throughout. As a historical remark, we mention that the problem of classifying all difference sets in groups of order p 3 was first posed by Xiang, cf. [16, 20] .
We suppose that D is a putative difference set in G with parameters (p 3 ,
) fixed by a certain element σ of order p in Aut(G) which will be specified later. We shall first study the structure of D to get some restrictions on each of its components. We then prove our main result, Theorem 1, which gives a construction of a skew Hadamard difference set in the group G for each prime p > 3 that is congruent to 3 modulo 4. For the definitions of N c , S b in Theorem 1, please refer to Section 2.2.
Theorem 1.
Let p be a prime larger than 3 and congruent to 3 modulo 4, and define ).
In the last section, we show that the symmetric designs derived from these new difference sets are not isomorphic to the Paley designs.
Preliminaries

The automorphism σ
In this subsection, we specify the element in Aut(G) that we need for our putative difference set D, and study the properties of its orbits on G.
Since the commutator subgroup G = c is characteristic, we see that each element σ ∈ Aut(G) induces an automorphismσ of G/G in the natural way:
p , which will be specified later. It is easy to check that σ has order p. We next study the orbits of σ on G. Clearly elements of c are fixed by σ by definition. The following facts follow from direct computations:
. We see that the orbits of elements of a c and b \ {1 G } form a partition of G, so they are all of the orbits of σ on G.
Properties of the L i 's
We fix the following notations throughout the paper. We denote by s p , n p the sets of nonzero squares and non-squares in Z p respectively. For a complex primitive p-th root of unity ξ p , write 
is the Legendre symbol. By comparing the coefficient of x t on both sides of the above equation, we see that
Also, it is well known that N x , S x are skew Hadamard difference sets in x (cf. [4] ).
For each u ∈ Z * p , we have
by a simple calculation. Now we study the properties of the L i 's. 
Structural results
In this section, we fix σ := σ 0,g for some g ∈ Z * p . Assume that D is a putative difference set in G with parameters (p 3 ,
) fixed under σ . Therefore, we can write D in the following form:
The quotient image in G/G
We first study the quotient imageD inḠ = G/G . We still write a, b as their respective images inḠ by abuse of notation. We have
, where
pḠ and dividing by p, we get
It follows that R + R 
b . 
It follows that pT T
and it follows that
In other words, T is a skew Hadamard difference set in Z p , which must be S b or N b by [4] . 
Now our Eq. (2) becomes
In the next two subsections, we study the group ring equation
The b c part
Now we compare the b c -part on both sides of Eq. (6), and get
Now using Proposition 2(1), Eqs. (3), (4) and after some simplifications, we see that Eq. (7) is reduced to
We further consider the c -part of this last equation, which gives p i∈Z * 
Substituting this into Eq. (8), we get
It is easily verified that Eqs. (3), (4), (9), (10) are sufficient to guarantee the validity of Eq. (7). 
The a c \ c part
Recall that R = i∈Z
. Now by considering the a t c -parts, t ∈ Z * p , separately, we see that the above equation holds if and only if
holds for each t ∈ Z * p . We study Eq. (12) through character values. It is easily verified that the quotient image of Eq. (11) in W / c is equivalent to Eq. (5), so when we apply the principal character (the character which maps each group element to 1) of c to Eq. (12), it will hold for each t ∈ Z * p if and only if Eq. (5) holds.
Let ξ p be a complex primitive p-th root of unity, and let χ be the character of c which maps c to ξ p . We have χ (N c ) = N 0 , χ (S c ) = S 0 . Applying χ to both sides of Eq. (12), we have 
This may be helpful in the further study of such difference sets. The proof is much the same and we will not use this result here, so we do not include a proof, but leave it to the interested reader. (4), (9), (10), (5) hold and Eq. (13) holds for all t ∈ Z * p .
The skew Hadamard case
From now on we further assume that D is a skew Hadamard difference set, namely,
Here we used the fact that L 
The construction
We set S = N c , T = S b , A i = (N c + 1−( i p ) 2 )c−i = (N c + 1−( i p ) 2 ) × c −i 3 24g +im + (N (−1) c + 1−( −i p ) 2 )c −( i 3 24g −im) = c c −i 3 24g +im = c for each i ∈ Z * p , so (C2) is satisfied. We have i∈Z * p A i A (−1) i = p − 1 2 N c N (−1) c + p − 1 2 (N c + 1)(N c + 1) (−1) = p − 1 2 p + 1 4 + p − 3 4 c + p + 1 4 + p + 1 4 c = p 2 − 1 4 + p 2 − 2p + 1 4 c .
